Auditory and somatosensory evoked potentials in brain-dead patients.
The short latency evoked potentials, allowing to assess the brain stem's function, can supply useful information in the diagnosis of Brain Death (BD). 15 BD patients were submitted to the auditory brain stem response (ABR); in 7 cases somatosensory evoked potentials from the medial nerve (SEP) were also recorded. The ABR was absent in 11 cases (73.3%), while in 3 cases only the I wave was present (20%); in one case the low-voltage I-V waves were present. Regarding the SEP, in 3 cases (42.9%) only the N9-N13 and P9-P13 waves were present, while in another 3 cases (42.9%) a N13/P13 dissociation was observable. In the remaining case, which presented a still reproducible I-V interval, the SEP was normal, thus excluding the diagnosis of BD. The ABR and the SEP, which are not roughly influenced by general anaesthetics and sedatives, are thus helpful in diagnosing BD. The SEP seems able to supply useful information more frequently than the ABR, but their combined use can guarantee maximum security of excluding false positives.